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Bio

CURRENT ROLE AT STANFORD
I lead the team responsible for specifying, managing, and delivering digital library services, including digitization, project management, born-digital archiving, and repository-based preservation and publishing services. We do this work for the benefit of scholars, and we are in it for the long haul.

As Service Manager for the Stanford Digital Repository, I work with a large cross section of the Stanford community — researchers, faculty, students, administrators, in addition to library curators, data curators, archivists, subject specialists, and fellow library service providers — and our partners in the broader research library and cultural heritage communities. My work is both social and technical. I really enjoy collaborating with others to find solutions to the challenges that people and organizations face in managing, publishing, preserving, and working with digital content.

PROJECTS
• Stanford Digital Repository
• Stanford Media Preservation Lab - Stanford University Libraries
• AV Artifact Atlas